All uniforms (K-8) are purchased through Flynn and O’Hara Uniform Company
2145 Route 35 ~ Holmdel, NJ 07733 ~ 732-888-3885 http://www.flynnohara.com

School Shoe (K-8)

PLAIN BLACK shoe, must be leather in texture and have same color sole. No Multi colored, canvas or suede shoes allowed. Flynn & O’Hara will carry both school styles as a convenience.

Gym Uniform (K-8) and Preschool Uniform

Purchased through Farro’s Tees
873 Fischer Boulevard ~ Toms River, NJ 08753 ~ 732-929-2228
Gym/Preschool Uniforms may be purchased at the store OR through the online school store:
https://stores.inksoft.com/ST_JOSEPH_GYM/shop/home

Ash gym tee shirt, hunter green nylon shorts.
Green sweatshirt, sweatpants
White solid sneakers and white socks. (K-8) (Preschool may wear any sneaker.) No platform sneakers of any kind.

All students (K-8) must wear the regulation gym uniform, sneakers and sweat suit to school on their scheduled gym day. When the weather is warm uniform sweats are not necessary.